
DE 180 Tip of the Day #05

Paragraph Syle & Character Style

Use these text style windows as much as possible for your design to be consistent and efficient.
Window > Styles > Paragraph Styles/Character Styles

To set the Basic Paragraph:
1. Select some text and change the text attributes.
2. A plus sign appears next to the Basic Paragraph listing in the style window.
3. Choose Redefine style from the Paragraph styles window menu. (the plus sign disappears)

To define a paragraph style:
1. Select some text and change the text attributes.
2. Leave te insertion point in the formatted text.
3. Click the New style icon.
4. Double click the new style, name the style and edit the style if necessary.
5. To edit the style, the best way is to do so from the style window.



To apply automated multiple styles:
1. Define a set of paragraph styles and name all the styles.
2. Double click on the first style, pull down “Next Style” option and choose the second style.
3. Repeat the process to connect all the styles.
4. Every time you hit return key, it automatically goes to the next paragraph style.

To define a character style:
1. If you need to an additional text attribute within a paragraph, use character style window.
2. Select some sample text and format the text.
3. Leave the insertion point in the newly formatted text then click the new style icon.
4. To edit the style, the best way is to do so from the style window.

To apply automated multiple character styles:
1. Open Paragraph window and choose “Nested Style” from the window menu.
2. Define a set of character styles.
3. Using the nested style window, arrange the style order.
4. You need predictable elements for this automatic formatting.
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He has a lot fo energy. He eats a lot.
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